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BROUGHT TO YOU BY GOODCOMPANY VENTURES



“No challenge poses a greater threat to future generations than climate change... We should start acting like it.” President Barack Obama State of the Union 2015



In re sp o n s e t o t h e Wh i t e Ho u s e’ s Cl i m a t e Da t a In i t i a t i ve GOODCOMPANY



VENTURES PR E S E N T S



A collaborative project to drive the development of data-driven climate adaptation technologies, and deploy them around the globe where they’re needed most.



THE CDI HAS ASSEMBLED A CONSORTIUM OF GLOBAL LEADERS



OUR JOB IS TO CONNECT ENTREPENEURS TO THESE RESOURCES



Delivering on a commitment in the President’s Climate Action Plan, in March 2014, the Obama Administration launched the Climate Data Initiative (CDI)—a broad effort to leverage the Federal Government’s extensive, freely-available climaterelevant data resources to stimulate innovation and privatesector entrepreneurship in support of national climate-change preparedness. Just over a year later, nearly 70 corporates, NGOs, Governmental Agencies and Non-profit organizations have made commitments to the CDI, making publicly available resources and technologies that can inform new and innovative solutions to climate threats.



GoodCompany Ventures joined the CDI to bring world-class entrepreneurs to bear on big climate data in a project we’re calling Climate Ventures 2.0, designed to develop innovative products and services that can aggressively forward global adaptation efforts.



THE DATA IS THERE; THE TECHNOLOGY IS THERE. THE MARKET-BASED APPLICATIONS AND ENTREPRENEURS, HOWEVER, ARE NOT.



Jennifer Pahlka founder Code For America
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Speak to entrepreneurs in terms that move them to act



CONTRIBUTORS GCV partnered with the Wharton Social Impact Initiative to undertake research that reframes climate threats to water and food security as actionable targets for entrepreneurial innovation by, (i) segmenting and quantifying the economic impact of climate threats, (ii) identifying available data sets and technology resources and potential use cases, through interviews with CDI contributors and (iii) prioritizing demand, through interviews with resilience experts. The resulting opportunity roadmap will enable the CDI participants to speak collectively to the entrepreneurial community in a way that invites collaboration and calls for action.



PAIN POINTS



MARKET SIZE



500,000



A C R E S



$125B



500,000 acres will be left unplanted due to drought in California



$125 billion is spent on leading agricultural commodities



$5B Negative impact of drought on overall agricultural revenue in California



$18B



$18 billion was covered by federal crop insurance due to drought in 2012
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T W O



SOUR CE



FEEDER PROGRAMS



PIPELINE PARTNERS



AND A SOURCING NETWORK OF 50+ PARTNERS, REACHING AN AUDIENCE OF 15 MILLION+



What happens after the hack-a-thon? Social entrepreneurs will be selected for Climate Ventures 2.0 through a global sourcing campaign. GoodCo traditionally relies on our established network of pipeline partners to issue an open call for applications, but for CV2, we are partnering with CDI participants that host innovation competitions to fast-track their finalists as well. We incorporate the expertise of our partners to select a cohort of the most promising innovations based on our proprietary scoring system.



P H A S E



THREE



ACCE LER AT E



GOODCOMPANY’S CURRICULUM MATRIX



Develop business models that are poised to scale globally CONTRIBUTORS GoodCompany Ventures’ acclaimed accelerator will be supplemented by



With regular advising from a cohort of climate experts and adaptation practitioners, the GCV team will select the top 10 most promising innovations to participate in our intensive twelve-week accelerator in Washington, New York and Philadelphia. Our core curriculum requires the entrepreneurs to work through a structured strategy curriculum based on weekly challenges and peer-critiques. For Climate Ventures 2.0, our curriculum and mentoring capacity will be augmented by climate and technology advisors from among the CDI participants. OneDegree Solar GCV Class of 2010
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FOUR
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The Global Innovation Platform offers an opportunity for industry experts, resilience officers and impact investors to offer guidance and feedback that can accelerate the validation of new models. Participants on the platform will gain exposure to high quality, structured deals, and cutting edge innovations within a high profile global initiative. The Global Innovation Platform drives impact at scale by offering social entrepreneurs global access to the best expertise, pilot opportunities and capital.



Raise the capital and launch pilots to prove what really works



$1MM FUND CONTRIBUTORS



In our experience, private capital can be engaged to support the launch of social enterprises, but only after a pilot designed to test key assumptions has demonstrated the effectiveness of both the innovation and its delivery model. Our accelerator identifies the key risks that may pose barriers to investment and designs efficient proof-of-concept pilots to be implemented through the global networks of resilience initiatives associated with the CDI (e.g. Bloomberg’s C40, Rockefeller’s 100 Resilient Cities and USAID). Upon completion of the accelerator, we support the fundraising efforts of our entrepreneurs through impact investor showcase events both virtually and in select cities. In addition, we are raising a million dollar investment facility with support from Investors’ Circle and Ben Franklin Technology Partners.



Thread GCV Class of 2013



Avular Netherlands-based start-up



WHAT IS INNOVATION AT WORK?



FOR US, ITS ALL ABOUT ENTREPENEURS.



DONNEL BAIRD



MICHELLE LEE



“I learned more in one session at GoodCompany than in whole courses at business school. GoodCompany is focused on helping entrepreneurs to develop and execute toughminded go to market plans to launch into the real world. This has been invaluable to my business.”



“GoodCompany’s hands-on coaching, curriculum, and network were fantastic. The cohort selection and pilot program were also designed to support all of the companies in growing and succeeding together. I can’t recommend the program highly enough.”



BlocPower Founder



Textizen Founder



GOODCOMPANY



VENTURES



Climate Ventures 2.0 is a project initiated by GoodCompany Ventures, the first social impact focused accelerator program in the United States.



In 2009, GCV created the first accelerator program to serve the social enterprise movement. We have earned a reputation as the Graduate School for social entrepreneurs by offering the most rigorous curriculum and world-class resources within a coordinated four-phase process that mobilizes, sources, accelerates, and launches high-impact social enterprises. To date, GCV graduates have raised over $60mm to generate a projected $5bn in social impact.



FOR DOERS, NOT DREAMERS We offer an intensive peer-driven process that empowers social entrepreneurs to:



• reframe social problems as market opportunities • design scalable models for long-term change • mobilize capital to maximize their impact



75+



GRADUATES SINCE 2009



OVER $60M PRIVATE CAPITAL



MOBILIZED



BY



GRADUATES



WHAT DOES CLIMATE FOCUSED INNOVATION LOOK LIKE IN 2016?



“If I’d asked them what they wanted, they would have said faster horses.” Henry Ford



INNOVATION AT WORK



Climate modeling / Crop modeling



AIRINOV provides drones or UAVs that offer real analysis of plant vigor to propose fertilization recommendations, and develop algorithms for data processing to be able to obtain agronomic indicators.



FOUNDED 2012 LOCATION San Francisco, CA BACKED BY 1st Round Capital, Data Collective



Planet Labs creates commercial and humanitarian value with the market’s most capable global imaging network, a network of Earth-imaging satellites called “Doves.” FOUNDED 2010 LOCATION Paris, France



INNOVATION AT WORK



Avular is specialized in the design, engineering and manufacturing of professional UAV systems. Avular provides farmers with the tools they need for crop monitoring and decision making. By enabling farmers to make decisions more data-driven rather than experience-based, farmers get control over the farming cycle.



Farm Management Technology



640 Labs expertise is helping farmers answer difficult questions. By sharing the world’s best precision farming practices, 640 Labs is giving farmers, seed companies, tractor manufacturers and cooperatives better intelligence upon which to base decisions as they continue to feed the world.



FOUNDED 2013 LOCATION The Netherlands BACKED BY Climate KIC, Startup Bootcamp



Farmlogs is used by 20% of US row crop growers



Farmlogs helps bring farmers the future of farming. Farmlogs challenges what is possible and invents new ways of applying cuttingedge technology to the world’s oldest and most foundational industry.



FOUNDED 2013 LOCATION Chicago, IL BACKED BY The Climate Corporation



FOUNDED 2012 LOCATION Ann Arbor, MI BACKED BY Hyde Park Venture Partners



We continue to seek sponsors and partners to refine our expertise, expand our reach, and optimize our effectiveness.



Garrett Melby Founder and Executive Director [email protected]



Join us.



Catherine Griffin Managing Director [email protected]
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